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Motivation and hypothesis

Land use change in Norway is predominately characterized by within-
type structural transitions, and accounting for these structural transitions
is key to modelling land-atmosphere exchange under time evolving
anthropogenic forcing.
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Biogeophysical effects of  land management (within-type structural 
changes) to-date insufficiently understood

Forest harvest and tree species selection are particularly relevant for land-
atmosphere interactions in high latitudes

Forestry main driver of  land use change in Norway and has led to a three-
fold increase in standing timber volume over the past 100 years



Research objectives
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Improve key process understanding in the interaction between 
land and forest management, anthropogenic climate change, and 
terrestrial biogeophysical processes governing energy and water fluxes

1) Advance observationally-constrained modelling approaches to quantify 
land surface fluxes at fine spatial resolution (1 km)

2) Quantify the past impact of  human activity on land-atmosphere 
exchange (1957–present)

3) Project the human imprint on surface energy and water fluxes in a 
coherent scenario framework

4) Bridge the gap between fine-scale regional modelling and coordinated 
global experiments.



Project structure
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WP 2. Modelling the human imprint on past and future land-
atmosphere interactions

WP 3. Linking regional modelling and global experiments

Taks 2.1 
Snow

processes

Task 2.2 
Surface
energy

partitioning

Task 2.3 
Soil 

moisture 

Reconstruction
and method
development

Projection

WP 1. Anthropogenic forcing

Task 1.1 Historic and future
forest and land 
management

Task 1.2 Tailored regional 
climate projections
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Duration:
36 months
(Jul 19 – Jun 22)

Budget:
9.99 mill NOK



National research partners

Division for Forestry and 
Forest Resources
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Hydrology 
Department

Rasmus Astrup
Historic and future forest
and land mgmt.

Stephanie Eisner
Linking regional 
modelling and global 
experiments, PI

Ryan Bright
Surface energy partitioning

Stein Beldring
Tailored regional climate
projections

Shaochun Huang
Soil moisture dynamics 

Jan Magnusson
Snow processes

Irene Brox Nilsen
Outreach and dissemination



International collaborators
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Richard Essery
University of  
Edinburgh, UK

Energy balance snow modelling, core 
developer of  FSM2 model

Christopher Williams
Clark University, US

Climate and land management
impacts on surface energy
partitioning

Elisabet Lewan
SLU, Sweden

Process-oriented modelling of  soil 
moisture



Approach
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Fine-scale reconstruction of  historical land use patterns

Process-based and empirical modelling to simulate land surface states 
and fluxes (snow pack, surface energy partitioning, soil moisture), 
benchmarked against remote sensing and ground observations

Reconstruction of  land surface fluxes over the past ~60 years as a 
function of  land management and climate

Development of  a coherent framework of  national-scale forest 
management scenarios and improved climate projections

Projection of  surface energy and water fluxes throughout the 21st

century under time evolving anthropogenic forcing

Comparison of regional scenarios and projections and global, 
coordinated experiments



Methods and data

Models

Suite of  tree growth, mortality, regeneration and harvest prediction models

Energy balance based snow model FSM2

Process-based soil hydrologic models of  varying complexity (CoupModel, 
SWIM, VIC)

Surface energy partitioning based on a combination of  process- and empirically-
based models (Penman-Monteith-Leuning, vegetation cover dependent albedo 
models, amongst others)
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Data

In-situ: soil moisture, snow water equivalent, snow depth, latent heat flux, 
sensible heat flux, ground heat flux

Remote sensing: snow surface temperature, snow coverage, albedo, soil moisture



Expected outcomes

Detailed quantitative estimates of  the interactions between forest and land 
management, climate, and surface energy and water fluxes

Provide foundation for impact assessment and for climate-smart forest and 
land management 

Methodological advancements

– Land use scenarios that reflect the specific cultural history of  land 
utilization in Norway 

– Better account of  spatial heterogeneity in factors governing energy and 
water fluxes

– Improved process descriptions aided by local ground observations and 
remote sensing
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Research infrastructure and data

IMPRINT will:

– Use the existing infrastructure at NIBIO/NVE

– Build on existing data and observation systems

– Build on and enhance the national data basis on land surface 
characteristics and fluxes

– Make all final data-sets publicly available through NIBIO’s  
research data repository
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Outreach and Dissemination

Dedicated work package lead by NVE

Disseminate main research outcomes through the Norwegian Centre for 
Climate Services (news items)

Workshops for key stakeholders and decision makers in forest and land 
management, water resources management and climate adaptation  

Non-technical articles (e.g. Aftenposten Viten, Forskning.no), ‘permanent’ 
web pages («Klimaskolen», Wikipedia), professional social media
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